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ABSTRACT
◥

Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) gene variation is associated
with risk of cancers, particularly those with infectious etiology or
hematopoietic origin, given its role in immune presentation. Pre-
vious studies focused primarily on HLA allele/haplotype-specific
associations. To answer whether associations are driven by HLA
class I (essential for T-cell cytotoxicity) or class II (important for T-
cell helper responses) genes, we analyzed GWAS from 24 case–
control studies and consortia comprising 27 cancers (totaling
>71,000 individuals). Associations for most cancers with infectious
etiology or of hematopoietic origin were driven by multiple HLA
regions, suggesting that both cytotoxic and helper T-cell responses
are important. Notable exceptions were observed for nasopharyn-

geal carcinoma, an EBV-associated cancer, and CLL/SLL forms of
non-Hodgkin lymphomas; these cancers were associated with HLA
class I region only and HLA class II region only, implying the
importance of cytotoxic T-cell responses for the former and CD4þ

T-cell helper responses for the latter. Our findings suggest that
increased understanding of the pattern of HLA associations for
individual cancers could lead to better insights into specificmechan-
isms involved in cancer pathogenesis.

Significance: GWAS of >71,000 individuals across 27 cancer
types suggest that patterns of HLA Class I and Class II associations
may provide etiologic insights for cancer.

Introduction
The human leukocyte antigen (HLA) complex, located within the

MHC on chromosome 6p21.3, plays a central role in presenting
antigens to the immune system (1). The MHC region is characterized
by an enrichment of key immune genes and can be divided into three
subregions: the HLA class I region, which includes genes essential for
the induction of direct CD8þ T-cell cytotoxicity; the HLA class II
region, including genes important for the generation of CD4þ helper
T-cell responses; and the class III region, which contains non-HLA
genes implicated in inflammatory responses, leukocyte maturation

and the complement cascade among others. Risk of numerous cancers
particularly those caused by infections and/or of hematopoietic origin,
has been associated with classical HLA class I and class II genes,
whereas evidence for associations for non-HLA class I and class II
genes within the MHC is more limited (2).

Studies of HLA and cancer have largely focused on SNP- or allele/
haplotype-specific associations (3–7). Recent studies that examined
HLA and cancer associations more broadly, have shown that indivi-
dualswithmore diverseHLAprofiles (i.e., higher heterozygosity) are at
reduced risk of cancer, particularly those caused by infections or of
hematopoietic origin, presumably due to increased immune surveil-
lance (8, 9).What is not known is whether associationswith cancer risk
are driven byHLA class I genes that are essential in the direct induction
of CD8þ T-cell cytotoxicity and/or HLA class II genes, involved in the
generation of CD4þ T-cell helper responses. A difficulty in answering
this question is the strong linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns within
the MHC region (10, 11).

In this report, we used individual-level data from 24 case–control
studies/consortia comprising 27 cancers and cancer subtypes (totaling
37,083 cases and 34,607 unique controls) to formally evaluate the
patterns of association between HLA and cancer, focusing on the
comparison of the association between HLA class I genes and class II
genes. We used single SNP analysis and a novel hierarchical statistical
approach (Subset Testing and Analysis of Multiple Phenotypes,
STAMP) to study heterogeneity of associations for a genomic region
with different cancers and to identify the subset of cancers associated
with that region.

Materials and Methods
Study populations

Detailed information on inclusion and exclusion criteria for studies
included is provided in Supplementary Fig. S1. Briefly, we obtained
individual-level GWAS data from case/control GWAS genotyped at or
reported to the National Cancer Institute’s Cancer Genomics Research
Laboratory (in total 24,414 cancer cases and 15,054 controls) or with
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approval from the Genotypes and Phenotypes database (dbGaP; in
total 10,528 cancer cases and 11,461 controls). We also included data
from 4 studies of infection-associated cancers [nasopharynx, liver
(caused by hepatitis B or hepatitis C virus), and cervix] not available
in the public domain but of interest for this analysis due to strong prior
evidence for disease associations within the MHC region for these
cancers (in total 2,141 cancer cases and 8,092 controls). Finally, we
obtained comprehensive summary level results (not available via
NHGRI catalog) from one study (Hodgkin lymphoma, HL) due to
strong prior evidence for disease associations within the MHC region
but for which sharing of individual-level data was not permitted (1,200
cancer cases and 6,417 controls; ref. 7). In total, we obtained individ-
ual-level data on 37,083 cases and 34,607 unique controls from 23
studies and summary level data from one study (1,200 cancer cases and
6,417 controls), totaling 38,283 cases and 41,024 controls. Original
sample size received according to each study is provided in Supple-
mentary Table S1. Details of the case and control ascertainment and
study design can be found in each induvial study, as briefly summa-
rized in SupplementaryMaterials, Pages S1–S7. Studies were approved
by the local institutional review boards and all participants provided
written informed consent.

To understand whether our results are consistent with patterns
observed in other studies, we downloaded publicly available data from
the NHGRI GWAS catalog (in August 2019, https://www.ebi.ac.uk/
gwas/), including SNPs spanning a region that was 20KB wider than
the coordinates defining the MHC region of chromosome 6. We
identified cancers associated with the MHC regions by using key
words: “cancer,” “carcinoma,” “lymphoma,” “leukemia,” “neoplasm,”
and “sarcoma.”

Statistical analysis
The data analysis pipeline is summarized in Supplementary Fig. S2.

Single SNP analysis
After data pretreatment and quality control that were detailed in

Supplementary Materials, Pages S7–S8, each of the 23 case–control
studies with individual-level data was analyzed separately and then
for each cancer, results for each single SNP across studies were
combined using standard fixed-effects meta-analysis. For each
study, log odds ratios (log-OR) and standard errors for case–
control associations were calculated using logistic regression models
with SNP genotype coded as 0, 1, and 2 and fitting with a trend,
assuming an additive effect. Study-specific P values for the effect
size estimates were obtained by Wald tests. Because we do not have
permission to access SNPs outside HLA regions for most studies, we
used the same adjustments in the logistic models that produced our
P values as the original studies to control type I error. Covariates
used for adjustment are age (in 5 categories; unless otherwise
specified), sex (if available), and principal components (PC; the
top 2 PCs for each cancer type and each study were shown in
Supplementary Fig. S3). Details about the covariates can be found in
the Supplementary Materials.

For SNP-based analysis, results were considered significant if P
values were <2.5� 10�5 (multiple testing correction for an average of
2,000 SNPs in each analysis).

Region-specific analysis
For all studies, except HL, we conducted analyses based on indi-

vidual-level data using the SKAT test with weights set to 1 (12). For HL
(EBV-positive HL and EBV-negative HL), individual-level data were
unavailable, thereby only results based on summary statistics were

computed. For this analysis, we used SNP-specific log-ORs and
standard errors from logistic regression model, and study-specific
MAFs and pairwise correlation between SNPs estimated from cases
and controls combined. Asymptotically both these region-based
analyses are equivalent provided if there is low correlation between
SNPs and covariates used in the logistic regression model. Details on
these two approaches were shown in Supplementary Materials,
Pages S8–S9.

To assess whether signal was restricted to a specific region or due
to LD across regions, we conducted conditional region-specific
analysis as follows. From each group of SNPs studied in the
region-based analysis, we selected the 10 SNPs with the lowest
P values from single SNP analysis or all SNPs with the P values
below 0.05/100 (i.e., larger set of SNPs) to represent association
evidence of a region. Conditional analysis was conducted exactly
like the analysis described in Supplementary Section S2A and S2B in
Supplementary Materials, Page S8, but logistic models were addi-
tionally adjusted for the top SNPs from the conditioned region (see
Supplementary Section S2 in Supplementary Materials, Pages S8–
S9). For the conditional analysis with summary statistics, used only
for the HL studies, we estimated joint effects (i.e., equivalent to
fitting a logistic model with additional SNP adjustment) of the LD-
pruned SNPs from the region of interest and the top SNPs from the
conditioning region, as described in Supplementary Section S3 in
Supplementary Materials, Page S9.

Posterior probabilities
To accommodate LD and different study sizes across cancers, we

calculated posterior probabilities for a cancer to be associated with the
genomic region based on amixturemodel—subset testing and analysis
of multiple phenotypes (STAMP)—that allows heterogeneity of asso-
ciations between all cancers included (13), although modest sample
sizes for some studies still are a notable limitation of our work. As all
studies had more than 50 SNPs measured in each HLA region the
normal approximation assumption required by STAMP is likely to
hold. We applied this model to the results from both, the analysis with
summary statistics and individual-level data. We fit STAMP to the
cancer-specific values of Tmeta;c and TC

meta;c calculated from the
summary statistic (see Supplementary Sections S2 and S3 in Supple-
mentary Materials, Pages S8–S9).

We also fit STAMP to Tmeta and TC
meta calculated from individual-

level data if available and HL using summary statistics. For each study
with individual-level data, we estimated joint effects of ps SNPs in the
region by

ẑs ¼ ẑs1; . . . ; ẑsps

� �0
¼ Cov Ssð Þ�1Ss and CovðẑsÞ ¼ Cov Ssð Þ�1;

where Ss is the score vector calculated from the basic logistic model
described in Supplementary Section S2 in Supplementary Materials,
Page S8 (14, 15). Cancer-specific test statistics are recalculated as

TS
s ¼ ðCovðẑsÞ�1

ẑsÞ0ðCovðẑsÞ�1
ẑsÞ, which is asymptotically equivalent

to Ts. Then, STAMP was applied to the corresponding test statistics
TS

meta;c ¼
P

s2Cancer
TS

s. For the two HL cancers Tmeta;c was calculated

on the basis of summary statistics. For conditional analysis, TS
s was

estimated by using score vectors calculated from logistic model that
incorporates top SNPs from another region.

For region-based analysis, results were considered significant if the
STAMP posterior probability of association was ppSTAMP > 0.50. A
ppSTAMP between 0.5 and 0.75 was considered a moderate association,
and ppSTAMP > 0.75 a strong association.
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Availability of data and materials
Genotyping data have been deposited at the database of Genotypes

and Phenotypes (dbGaP), under accession numbers phs000863.v1.p1,
phs000351.v1.p1, phs000838.v1.p1, phs000346.v2.p2, phs000801.v2.p1,
phs000093.v2.p2, phs000336.v1.p1, phs000361.v1.p1, phs001286.v1.p1,
phs001303.v1.p1, phs000147.v3.p1, phs000206.v5.p3, phs000207.v1.p1,
phs001210.v1.p1, phs000882.v1.p1, phs001736.v1.p1, phs000147.v3.p1,
phs000383.v1.p1, phs001315.v1.p1, phs001202.v1.p1, and phs000753.
v1.p1. Other datasets used and/or analyzed are available from the
corresponding author on reasonable request.

Results
After quality control, we included 37,200 cases and 40,552 controls

in the analysis (Supplementary Table S1). We first evaluated associa-
tions for SNPs within the MHC region. The most significant associa-
tions are summarized in Supplementary Table S2. Quantile–quantile
(QQ) plots and 95% confidence bands of observed versus expected
P values using SNPs after LD pruning within the HLA regions were
shown in Supplementary Fig. S4. The QQ plots did not diverge
significantly from the 95% confidence bands around the 45-degree
line for cancers for which we found no associations with SNPs within
HLA region (cancers of bladder, brain, colon, endometrium, esoph-
agus, kidney, ovary, pancreas, prostate, stomach, and testis). For
cancers associated with the HLA region, the QQ plots deviate, as
expected, from the 45-degree line.

For cancers without evidence for heterogeneity of HLA associations
by different subtypes as noted by previous studies, we did not conduct
detailed stratified analysis by subtype. For breast cancer, our initial

analysis stratified by ER status did not indicate heterogeneity by
subtype (Supplementary Fig. S5), which confirms previous find-
ings (16, 17). For non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) and lung cancer,
we present results overall and, given previous evidence for heteroge-
neity of HLA associations, by histological subtype (18–20). Associa-
tions that were significant using our pre-defined statistical threshold
were observed for all infection-related cancers, most hematopoietic
cancers, breast cancer, and squamous cell carcinomas of the lung.
Reassuringly, our results are largely consistent with patterns observed
using publicly available summary data from the NHGRI GWAS
catalog (Fig. 1, downloaded August 2019, https://www.ebi.ac.uk/
gwas/), both confirming that HLA associations are most evident for
cancers caused by infections and/or those of hematopoietic origin.
Specifically, Class I associations were observed for NPC and Hodgkin
lymphoma, both cancers linked to EBV infection. Class II associations
were seen for cancers of liver and cervix, NHL, and Hodgkin lym-
phoma, all cancers that are known or suspected to have infectious
etiologies. Strong associations were also found for lung cancer, but
several SNPs involved were outside the defined HLA Class I and HLA
Class II regions, suggesting a possible involvement of HLA class III
genes in the MHC region. These findings suggest that our curated
studies with individual-level data available for analyses are broadly
representative.

We next performed a region-based analysis to better understand the
independent effect of our pre-defined regions of the MHC (i.e., HLA
class I region, HLA class II region, and HLA class III region), by using
SNP-set (Sequence) Kernel Association Test (SKAT, results are shown
in Supplementary Table S3) and estimating the posterior probability
ppSTAMP (range 0 to 1) of association for each cancer and each MHC
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Figure 1.

Associations between SNPswithin theMHC region and cancer reported in the NHGRI GWAS catalog. Datawere downloaded in August 2019 (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/
gwas/).
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region detailed in Supplementary Materials, Pages S8–S9. A high
ppSTAMP indicates a likely association with the specific MHC region
(Table 1, analysis without conditioning columns). In this analysis,
despite evidence for the presence of an overall HLA association, we did
not observe evidence for a significant association within any of the
three regions of the HLA evaluated and cancers of the breast or lung
(ppSTAMP < 0.50 for each of the three region). Therefore, we do not
report further results for these cancers. We observed a suggestive
association betweenHLA class I region andNHLoverall; however, due
to heterogeneity of HLA associations in previous reports, we focused
on NHL subtypes and observed evidence for modest association with
HLA class II region (but not HLA class I or III regions) for chronic
lymphocytic leukemia/small lymphocytic lymphoma (CLL/SLL,
ppSTAMP¼ 0.67 for HLA class II). We also observed association within
multiple regions of the MHC for rare subtypes of NHL (ppSTAMP >
0.50). For all other cancers with significantly associated SNPs in the
MHC region, there was also evidence for associations within multiple
regions of the MHC (ppSTAMP>0.50). We conducted additional anal-
yses for each MHC region conditional on the other regions to
determine whether the observed signals were independent or
explained by associations in other MHC regions (Table 1, analysis
with conditioning columns). In most of cancers evaluated, we either
observed evidence for an independent association within multiple
regions [i.e., SNPs in >1 region significant in conditional analysis,
including Epstein–Barr virus (EBV)–positive Hodgkin lymphoma,
cervical cancer, hepatitis B virus (HBV)–related hepatocellular carci-
noma (HCC), and EBV-negative HL] or could not determine whether
the observed associations were driven by a specific or multiple MHC
regions [head and neck cancers and hepatitis C virus (HCV)–related
HCC]. The exceptions were nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC,
ppSTAMP ¼ 1.00) and rare subtypes of NHL (ppSTAMP ¼ 0.51), which
showed evidence for independent associations with the HLA class I
region (but not HLA class II or III regions).

Discussion
In this large-scale study, we found that both NPC and rare subtypes

ofNHL are associatedwithHLA class I region (with strongest evidence

for NPC) in the absence of a statistically independent effect elsewhere
in the MHC. It is hard to generate biological insights for rare subtypes
of NHL due to the mix of different disease entities in this group. For
NPC, however, our findings suggest that CD8þ T-cell cytotoxicity
regulated by HLA class I is important for its etiology. CLL/SLL was
associated with HLA class II but no other MHC region, suggesting
CD4þ T-cell helper responses regulated by HLA class II is important
for this tumor type. In contrast, for most other cancers evaluated,
where evidence for both HLA class I and II associations were noted,
both T-cell cytotoxicity and T-cell helper responses appear to be
important.

Our study strengths include the large sample size available from
multiple cohorts. We comprehensively evaluated associations with
several cancers using new statistical approach largely accounting for
study heterogeneity and high LD within the MHC region. Compared
with other approaches (21–23), STAMP has several advantages. It
borrows strength across studies of differing sample sizes, accommo-
dates between studies heterogeneity, and allows use of summary
statistics, which is computationally less burdensome. Nonetheless,
our study has a few limitations. First, due to a modest sample size
for some individual caner types, we have a limited power to identify
modest disease association. Second, infection status is not clear for
some types of cancers; therefore, the association observed within the
MHC region might be affected by the proportion of cancers caused by
infections in the individual GWAS study. Third, despite the new
statistical approach used in our analysis, we still encountered chal-
lenges in the selection of appropriate methods for conditional analysis
thatminimized false-positive results while accounting for strong LD in
the MHC region.

Despite the limitations noted above, our findings are an impor-
tant step toward dissecting the region of the MHC that drives
associations with cancer. Biologically, HLA class I molecules
present peptides to CD8þ cytotoxic T-lymphocytes, activating
directly killing function of CD8þ T cells. On the other hand, MHC
class II molecules are involved in adaptive immune responses more
indirectly by affecting responses of CD4þ T-helper cells. Specif-
ically, our findings suggest that for most HLA-associated cancers
variation in both cytotoxic and helper T-cell responses are

Table 1. Posterior probability for associations with HLA Class I, HLA Class II, and HLA Class III regions of the MHC, by cancer.

Analysis without conditioning Analysis with conditioning
Cancer categories Cancer site Class I Class II Class III Class Ia Class IIb Class IIIc

Infection-related cancers Nasopharynx 1.00 0.02 1.00 1.00 0.007 0.01
EBV-positive HL 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Cervix 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.001
Head and Neck 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.03 0.004 0.0005
HBV-HCC 1.00 1.00 0.77 1.00 1.00 0.002
HCV-HCC 0.13 0.84 1.00 0.07 0.02 0.008

Hematopoietic cancers EBV-negative HL 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.62 1.00 1.00
NHL 0.41 0.004 0.03 — — —

CLL/SLL 0.11 0.67 0.31 — – —

Other 1.00 0.47 0.77 0.51 0.008 0.008
Solid cancers Breast 0.16 0.008 0.01 — — —

Lung 0.015 0.002 0.01 — — —

Squamous cell carcinoma 0.02 0.02 0.17 — — —

Abbreviations: CLL/SLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia and small lymphocytic lymphoma; EBV, Epstein–Barr virus; HBV, hepatitis B virus; HCC, hepatocellular
carcinoma; HCV, hepatitis C virus; HL, Hodgkin lymphoma; HLA, human leukocyte antigen; MHC, major histocompatibility complex; NHL, non-Hodgkin lymphoma.
aConditional on top SNPs in HLA class II region.
bConditional on top SNPs in HLA class I region.
cConditional on top SNPs in HLA class I and class II regions.
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etiologically relevant whereas for a few cancers such as EBV-
associated NPC, variation in one particular class of T-cell
responses predominates.
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